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Nature Walk Easter Card 
Standard card base in Crumb Cake CS.  Crumb Cake DSP strip at 5 ½” 
x 1 ½”.  Framelit labels shapes in Crumb Cake and Whisper White CS.  
Ribbon is Crumb Cake taffeta.  Nature Walk stamp set.  Inside 
sentiment from Teeny Tiny Wishes. 
Emboss card front with Vintage Wallpaper embossing folder.  Adhere 
DSP strip to right of vertical center.   
Ink up three eggs on stamp with Chocolate Chip ink, stamp onto 
Whisper White scrap.  Cut out with smallest Labels framelit.  Cut next 
label size up from Crumb Cake CS.  Sponge edges of Crumb Cake label 
with Chocolate Chip ink, and punch two Horizontal Slots at top and 
bottom center as shown.  Using Aquapainter, add color to three eggs in 
Pretty in Pink, Bashful Blue and Crumb Cake.  Pop dot to Crumb Cake 
shape.  Pop dot stamped assembly over DSP as shown.  Insert ribbon 
through top slot, fold back and tie with linen thread as shown, then wrap 
around inside of card and secure through bottom slot as well. 
Stamp full strip of eggs to envelope flap. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Lattice Die Cross Card 

Top-fold standard card base in Baja Breeze CS, Early Espresso layer 
at 2 ¾” x 3 7/8”, Paisley Petals DSP layer at 2 5/8” x 3 ¾”.  Lattice 
shapes die-cut from Old Olive and River Rock CS.  Seam binding 

ribbon in Baja Breeze, glittered brad from Subtles collection. 
Emboss card front with Finial Press embossing folder.  Layer DSP 

onto Early Espresso piece.  Trim cross shapes from provided lattice 
squares, layer together as shown.  Using half-dots, pop dot to DSP.   

Punch hole in lower left corner of DSP, adhere brad with bowed 
ribbon.  Pop-dot whole assembly to card front.  Stamp inside 

sentiment from All Holidays. 
Adhere DSP strip to envelope flap and trim. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Gift Givers Easter Card 
Landscape top-fold card base in Wisteria Wonder CS, 5 ¼” x 
4 “ layer in Pink Pirrouette, 5 1/8” x 3 7/8” layer in Whisper 
White.  Cheerful Treat DSP strip at 2” x 5 1/8”. 
Emboss Whisper White layer on half of piece, adhere DSP 
layer to other half.  Adhere white layer onto pink piece. 
Wrap ribbon over seam, reserving a smaller piece to tie on 
for ribbon flag. 
Stamp image onto Whisper White scrap.  Color in with 
markers, and punch with extra large oval punch.  Punch out 
scalloped circle shape in Wisteria Wonder, and using 
scissors, remove center “scallop.”  I have marked the lines 
for you in pencil.  Adhere the two remaining pieces to the 
back of the stamped image for a scalloped layering effect.  
Pop dot over ribbon on the left. 
Stamp sentiment in Whisper White, punch out with Designer 
Label punch.  Pop-dot at upper right of card.  Place 
hardware piece over sentiment as shown, affix with two 
brads, using piercer to go through all your paper layer.  Add
decorative brad to lower right corne

 
r. 

Adhere all to card base.  Adhere DSP strip to envelope flap 
and trim. 

 
Chocolate Bunny Eggs 

Landscape top-fold card base in Pear Pizzazz. 
Emboss card front with Houndstooth embossing folder. 

Stamp bunny image in Chocolate Chip craft ink onto 
Crumb Cake CS, then sprinkle with clear embossing 

powder and heat emboss.  Cut out bunny with scissors. 
Punch out 4 “eggs” with extra large oval punch, from 

coordinating In-Colors DSP in Pear Pizzazz and Peach 
Parfait.  Adhere along bottom edge of card as shown.  

Pop dot bunny over eggs as shown. 
Banner snip one end of stitched poly ribbon in Peach 

Parfait as shown.  Adhere to top of card as shown using 
tape runner. 

Stamp and heat emboss sentiment on Whisper White, 
punch out with small tag punch.  Punch out large tag in 

Peach Parfait for layering.  Place brad in Pear Pizzazz at 
top of tag, pop-dot all over ribbon as shown.  Adhere 

DSP strip to envelope flap and trim. 
 
 
 
 

  
Class Treats:   

Basket made with Perfect Settings die, and Dotted 
Scallop Border Ribbon punch.  Decorated with Trio 

Flowers and Bird 
Builder punches.  

Treat tube 
assembled from 5 ½” 

rectangle scored 
every 7/8”, capped 
with Fancy Flower 

punches. 


